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Background: Optimal timing for implementation of ADT in men with BCRP remains
unestablished. In a large, racially diverse cohort of military health care beneficiaries, the
overall survival (OS) of men with BCRP who subsequently developed bone metastasis
(BM) after local treatment was retrospectively examined and compared for timing of
receipt of ADT.

Methods: Eligible patients included men with newly diagnosed prostate cancer (PCa)
between 1990-2017 who underwent surgery (RP) or radiation (RT), followed by BCR
(PSA� 0.2ng/ml or Phoenix criteria), who subsequently developed bone metastasis
(BM), evidenced by bone scan, bone biopsy, MRI or CT scan. The primary study end-
point was OS, modeled as a time-dependent outcome using Kaplan Meier (KM) esti-
mation curve and multivariable Cox Proportional Hazards analysis.

Results: There were 377 patients who developed BM following BCRP, with median age
of 72.6 and post BCRP follow-up time of 6.7 years. Of these eligible men, 105 (27.9%)
deferred ADT until after BM while 272 (72.1%) underwent ADT before BM. While KM
analysis revealed no significant benefit of deferred ADT on OS, multivariable analysis
showed a significantly protective effect of deferred ADT on OS. Statistical interaction
was then examined for time elapsed between BCR to BM by ADT deferment status,
showing improved OS for those with a shorter time plus deferred ADT (HR¼ 0.39,
p¼ 0.0001).

Conclusions: Prospective, randomized studies are needed to explore the impact of
ADT on OS for patients with BM after failure from local treatment. The timing and
type of ADT that confers the best outcomes requires clarification.
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Background: Docetaxel and cabazitaxel prolong survival in mCRPC however less is
known about their utilisation patterns and impact in the setting of androgen receptor-
targeted agents (ARTAs; abiraterone and enzalutamide). We evaluated whether receipt
of chemotherapy is associated with better survival in pts with mCRPC.

Methods: Optum
VR

de-identified Electronic Health Record dataset was used to identify
pts with mCRPC who received first-line docetaxel or an ARTA between 01/05/11 and
30/09/17, followed by chemotherapy (docetaxel, cabazitaxel) and/or ARTA. Pts receiv-
ing chemotherapy in� 1 line of treatment (any chemotherapy) vs pts not receiving che-
motherapy in any treatment line (no chemotherapy) were assessed. Overall survival
(OS) was calculated from start of first-line mCRPC treatment until death from any
cause.

Results: In total, 1,961 pts were identified (any chemotherapy 823; no chemotherapy
1,138). Some baseline characteristics differed numerically between treatment groups.
Chemotherapy-treated pts had a younger median age, greater pain medication utilisa-
tion, more metastases (including liver and lung) and a higher comorbidity score, com-
pared with pts not receiving chemotherapy (Table). For any vs no chemotherapy,
median OS was 25.4 months (95% CI 22.3–27.4 ) vs 22.4 months (95% CI 20.4–25.0 )
and the respective 12- and 24-month survival rates were 77.2% (95% CI 0.74–0.80) vs
71.3% (95% CI 0.68–0.74) and 52.1% (95% CI 0.48–0.56) vs 47.4% (95% CI 0.44–
0.51).

Conclusions: In this real-world data analysis, less than half of pts with mCRPC received
chemotherapy. Pts receiving chemotherapy were younger but had more reported meta-
stases and comorbidities, and were more frequently prescribed pain medication.
Despite these higher risk disease characteristics, median OS was observed to be higher
in pts receiving any vs no chemotherapy.

Table: 856P

Any chemotherapy

N¼ 823

No chemotherapy

N¼ 1138

Median age at prostate can-

cer diagnosis, years

(range)

63.2 (25–87) 68.0 (22–89)

Median age at first-line

mCRPC treatment, years

(range)

70.5 (43–88) 77.5 (48–90)

Charlson comorbidity index,

median (range)

N¼ 819 9 (2–18) N¼ 1122 8 (0–18)

Opioid analgesic use at first-

line mCRPC treatment,

n (%)

532 (64.6) 619 (54.4)

Number of metastases at

first-line mCRPC treat-

ment, median (range)

N¼ 762 7 (1–26) N¼ 1032 6 (1–36)

Visceral metastases, n (%)

Liver lung lymph missing

N¼ 762 57 (7.5)

63 (8.3) 115 (15.1)

61 (3.1)

N¼ 1032 38 (3.7)

51 (4.9) 111 (10.8)

106 (4.4)
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Background: Androgen deprivation therapy (ADT) for prostate cancer (PC) increases
fracture risk. In non-cancer populations, FRAX, a fracture risk assessment tool, is used
routinely to calculate 10-year probability of major osteoporotic fracture (MOF; spine/
hip/forearm/humeral fractures) and hip fracture alone to determine the need for bone
density (BMD) assessment and/or treatment. We calculated FRAX using risk factors at
entry to the large STAMPEDE PC study.

Methods: STAMPEDE includes men with newly diagnosed metastatic/high risk non-
metastatic PC about to commence ADT, randomised to add or substitute other thera-
pies. Our pre-planned analysis included 6379 men, 86% of enrolment at the time of
analysis (2018) for whom FRAX clinical risk factors (excluding femoral neck BMD)
were collected prospectively. Secondary osteoporosis in FRAX was set to ‘yes’ for all, as
they were about to receive ADT. Glucocorticoid use was set to ‘yes’ for men allocated to
abiraterone due to potentially long concomitant use, but not for those allocated shorter
treatment with docetaxel.

Results: Baseline characteristics for this largest dataset of its kind, are shown below.
The mean (SD) baseline FRAX 10-year probability was 3.06(2.96)% for hip fracture
and 8.70(4.02)% for MOF. Risk increased with increased age at entry, eg MOF proba-
bility at age 50-54 years was 4.9% rising to 11.3% in those aged 75 years or older. Using
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UK National Osteoporosis Guideline Thresholds, 2221 (34.8%) men were classified as
high/intermediate risk (meriting BMD scan).The need for BMD assessment varied
across planned treatment arms (18.4% in men receiving ADT only to 80.0% in men
also planned to receive abiraterone).

Table: 857P

Characteristic

Randomisation years 2006- 2018

Age (y) 67.467.2

Height (cm) 174.766.9

Weight (kg) 85.6614.8

BMI (kg/m2) 28.064.5

Prevalence of FRAX risk factors (%)

Previous fracture after age 50yr

6.1

Glucocorticoid use (�4 mo) 27.4

Parental hip fracture 7.7

Rheumatoid arthritis 2.4

Alcohol (�3 units daily) 15.5

Current smoking 11.5

Conclusions: FRAX fracture risk assessment in men starting ADT suggests 1 in 3 require
BMD assessment to decide on the need for bone protection. Planned treatment in addi-
tion to ADT, rather than age, was the main determinant for consideration of bone health.
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Background: New hormonal agents (NHA) have been widely used to treat patients with
metastatic and non-metastatic CRPC, with abiraterone, enzalutamide and apalutamide
being FDA approved. Falls and fractures are common adverse events (AEs) observed in these
patients. We conducted a meta-analysis of randomized controlled trials (RCTs) to character-
ize the incidence and relative risks (RRs) of falls/fractures associated with these drugs.

Methods: PubMed, Cochrane, Embase, abstracts presented at annual meeting of the
ASCO and ESMO were searched for articles published from 2005 to December 2018.
Eligible studies included phase II and III RCT of abiraterone, enzalutamide and apalu-
tamide. Safety profile from selected studies was evaluated for all-grade and high-grade
falls/fractures. Summary incidences and RR, with 95% confidence intervals, of all-grade
and high-grade events were calculated using random-effects or fixed-effects model
based on the heterogeneity of selected studies.

Results: 5 RCT with adequate safety profile reporting on falls/fractures were selected
and included a total of 6,695 patients. 2,500 patients received placebo/control and
4,195 patients received NHA. The incidence of all-grade falls for control arm and NHA
arm was 5.0% and 10.0%, respectively. There was a significant increase in the risk of all-
grade and high-grade falls with RR of 2.02 (95% CI 1.66-2.45; p< 0.0001) and 2.10
(95% CI 1.11-3.99; p¼ 0.0226), respectively. The incidence of all-grade fractures was
3.0% in control arm and 8.0% in NHA arm. There was a significant increase in the risk
of all-grade and high-grade fractures with RR of 2.30 (95% CI 1.77-2.99; p< 0,0001)
and 2.11 (95%CI 1.18-3.74; p¼ 0.0111), respectively.

Conclusions: NHAs are associated with higher risk of falls and fractures compared to
placebo. However, it should be assessed with caution as the total observation time in
the NHA arms were usually longer than with placebo. We could not investigate the
mechanisms involved in falls, but we speculate that an effect in balance or fatigue/sarco-
penia secondary to profound androgen deprivation may play a role. Moreover, frac-
tures in CRPC patient population may impact quality of life and mortality.
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Background: The FIRSTANA trial compared docetaxel 75mg/m2 Q3W (D75), cabazi-
taxel 20mg/m2 Q3W (C20) and cabazitaxel 25mg/m2 Q3W (C25) in patients with
chemo-naive mCRPC (Oudard 2017). FIRSTANA enrolled patients regardless of pres-
ence of disease-related symptoms. This post-hoc analysis of FIRSTANA evaluates the
influence of progression type on outcomes.

Methods: Patient outcomes (OS, PSA response [confirmed PSA decline from baseline
� 50%] and radiological PFS [rPFS]) were analyzed according to progression type at
randomization. Progression at randomization was defined as follows: PSA progression
only (PSA-p) with no radiological progression (Radio-p) and no pain, Radio-p (6
PSA-p, no pain), pain progression (mean Present Pain Intensity�2 and/or mean anal-
gesic score� 10 over the 7 days prior to randomization (6PSA-p, 6Radio-p).

Results: PSA-p, Radio-p and Pain-p were present in 34.4%, 23.2% and 42.3% of
patients at randomization, respectively. Pain progression at initiation of chemotherapy
was associated with features of aggressive disease and a shorter OS. Lower activity of
C20 than C25 and D75 was observed in patients with Pain-p.

Conclusions: Most patients in FIRSTANA had pain progression at randomization and
this factor was associated with worse OS. In this post-hoc, subgroup analysis, C20
appeared less active than D75 and C25 in men with baseline pain progression.
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